“PEOPLE TO TALK TO” SCRAMBLE WORDS
When you have something you want to talk about, like divorce, problem gambling, or other things
that might be going on at home or school, there are a lot of people that want to listen. Can you
unscramble the names of these people in the puzzle below?

ANTEPRS
RTBOHRE
TSSIER
OLOSCH CSUONROEL
TCEAHSRE
PLCIIRNAP
OCIPLE
NUELC
FDNEIR
NATU
OOSLHC UNSER

HEALTHY ACTIVITIES WORD SEARCH
Directions: It is very important to be active and eat healthy. Can you find and circle all of the
types of healthy activities that are hidden in the grid? These fun activities can be done inside or
outside as a way to exercise your mind or body. The words may be hidden in any direction –
horizontal, vertical or diagonal.

SOLVING PROBLEMS
Directions: It is very important to remember that there are a lot of people out there who can help
when you have a problem, including teachers, parents, principals, friends, uncles, aunts and
grandparents. Now it’s your turn to solve some problems… math problems! Each word in the key
is assigned to a number. Insert the correct number for each word to solve the math problem.
Here is an example: Parents x Police = 3 x 8 = 24
1. Aunt – Teachers =

5. Aunt ÷ Teachers =

2. Friends x Grandparents =

6. Parents + Grandparents – Friends =

3. Counselors ÷ Parents =

7. Aunt + (Parents x Friends) =

4. Principals x Teachers =

8. Counselors x Principals x Parents =

KEY: Parents = 3, Friends = 4, Teachers = 5, Principals = 6, Grandparents = 7, Police = 8,
Counselors = 9, Aunt = 10

Color each space to the
coresponding color
3 - red
162 - blue
5 - black
28 - yellow
30 - purple
2 - white
22 - orange
6 - green

DRAWING WORKSHEET - “WHAT DOES GAMBLING LOOK LIKE TO YOU?”
Directions: Gambling means to play a game for money or other things that mean a lot to you.
Sometimes, you lose things that are very important to you, just like Bobby. In the space below,
draw what you picture when you think of gambling.

FILL IN THE BLANK
Directions: How well do you remember Bobby’s story? Fill in the blanks by using the word bank below.

Bobby is eating

and his parents are arguing in the kitchen. Bobby’s mother

is

that Bobby’s father has spent all of their family’s money on
. His parents are thinking of getting a divorce because of all the problems

gambling has caused. Bobby’s parents explain that they need to find a way to make some extra
, so they are renting one of their

in the house

and Bobby now has to share a bedroom with his brother. Bobby’s mother said they need to
less money. Tired and upset, Bobby stays in his room because he doesn’t
want to hear anything else about divorce, money problems or gambling. So Bobby decides to take
a

. While Bobby is relaxing, he thought of many ways he could

his family get through this hard time. He thought a good idea would be to
with his parents. He also thought talking to his

or

about his feelings would be a good idea too. Bobby wakes up and decides to go downstairs to talk
with his

about his feelings. Bobby’s parents are proud of him for talking to them

so they can work through their problems. Bobby’s parents explain that this is a
issue and that it is

his fault. Bobby’s parents encourage him to talk to them or

other people he trusts whenever he is sad about anything or has

.

WORD BANK:
Bedrooms
Sad
Nap

Breakfast
Teacher
Help

Money
Parents
Talk

Spend
Gambling
Common

Questions
Friends
Not

PROBLEM GAMBLING TRUE OR FALSE
Directions: Read each sentence and determine whether the statement is true or false.
Refer back to Bobby’s story to help choose the right answer. Circle T for true and F for false.

T or F

It was Bobby’s fault his dad was addicted to gambling.

T or F

A person with a gambling problem only gambles once.

T or F

Talking about problem gambling is the best way to stop gambling.

T or F

The best people Bobby can talk to about problem gambling are his parents,
teachers and friends.

T or F

People always win a lot of money when they gamble.

T or F

It is never a child’s fault when a parent becomes addicted to anything.

T or F

There are no resources to learn about problem gambling.

T or F

The Gambling Monster never gets full. He keeps taking things away.

T or F

Females never have a gambling problem.

T or F

Bobby should never talk about his problems at home.

CREATE YOUR OWN BUDGET
Directions: You’ve done really well at school and always clean your room, so you’ve been
given a weekly allowance. How would you spend a $5 allowance? What if you had $10 or $20?
Below you will find the amount of your allowance you get each week and categories where
you can spend your money. List how much money from your allowance that you would spend
in each category. At the end of each week, list the amount of money you have left over.
Week One Allowance: $5
Food:
Fun:
School Supplies:
Savings:
Week Two Allowance: $10
Food:
Fun:
School Supplies:
Savings:
Week Three Allowance: $15
Food:
Fun:
School Supplies:
Savings:
Week Four Allowance: $20
Food:
Fun:
School Supplies:
Savings:
Over all four weeks, how much money did you save?
In one or two complete sentences, explain why saving money is important.

MASTER KEY
“PEOPLE TO TALK TO” SCRAMBLE WORDS WORKSHEET
Parents
Teachers
Friend
Brother
Principal
Aunt
Sister
Police
School Nurse
School Counselor
Uncle

SOLVING PROBLEMS WORKSHEET
1) 5
2) 28
3) 3
4) 30
5) 2
6) 6
7) 22
8) 162

FILL IN THE BLANK WORKSHEET
Breakfast, Sad, Gambling, Money, Bedrooms
Spend, Nap, Help, Talk, Teacher, Friends
Parents, Common, Not, Questions

GAMBLING TRUE OR FALSE
1) False
2) False
3) True
4) True
5) False
6) True
7) False
8) True
9) False
10) False

WORD FIND

